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GOBRECHT'S LIBERTY SEATED A CLASSIC
By

Tom DeLorey

Despite his having redesigned every U.S. coin from the half cent through

the eagle, Christian Gobrecht is nnost famous for his work upon the silver

issues. Indeed, his Seated Liberty design used on most silver coins from the

late 1830s to 189! is considered to be an American classic, although his less

celebrated Coronet Head design for gold was to outlast it by another decade

and a half.

In September of 1835 Gobrecht was appointed "second engraver" to assist

the crippled William Kneass, and it is thought that he used the remainder of

this year to remodel the Coronet Head cent of Robert Scot. The following

year he set about redoing the silver coins, beginning with the long sus-

pended dollar.

The new obverse design was modeled on a drawing by Thomas Sully, show-
ing Liberty seated on a rock with her body turned to the viewer's right but

with her head looking over her own right shoulder. Her right hand rests on

a shield on which a ribbon inscribed LIBERTY is tied, while her left hand
supports a pole with a Liberty cap on the end.

The proposed reverse was based on a sketch by Titian Peale, which showed
an eagle flying up and to the left while clutching the traditional olive branch

and arrows. Gobrecht chose to eliminate both, and instead surrounded the

eagle with a constellation of 26 stars, a premature recognition of Michi-

gan 's admittance to the Union on Jan. 26, 1837. In a novel idea Gobrecht
portrayed the stars in different sizes, as though they were actual stars at dif-

ferent distances from the viewer.

The patterns struck in this design in December of 1836 and March of 1837

(dated 1836) lacked the traditional stars upon the obverse, their presence
made unnecessary by the veritable galaxy upon the reverse. Two varieties

show C. GOBRECHT F. (for Fecit, or made it) displayed openly in the field

below the base and above the date, or else discretely hidden on the base it-

self. Restrikes of 1838 muled either of these dies with an 1838 reverse die

minus the stars in the field.

The year 1837 saw no new patterns being issued, save for the belated strik-

ing of 1836-dated dollars. It did see the issuance of the first regular-issue

Liberty Seated coins, however, in the form of dimes and half dimes.

The obverse of these coins copied the 1836 dollar design exactly, with the
exception of some trivial changes in the drapery folds. The eagle being
exempted from the dime and half dime by the Coinage Act of Jan. 18, 1837,

the reverse of these two coins bore only a simple wreath with UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA around and ONE DIME or HALF DIME in two lines

within.
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As no stars were shown upon the obverse of the dollar, they being nnade un-
necessary by the stars upon the reverse, no stars were placed upon the ob-
verse of the smaller coins, despite the fact that they lacked an eagle with
stars reverse. This omission was continued on all 1837 Liberty Seated dimes
and half dimes, as well as 1838-0 dime and half dime dies manufactured and
shipped in the fall of 1837.

A great deal of change took place in 1838 however, with the introduction of

obverse stars on Philadelphia Mint half dimes, dimes and the new Seated
Liberty quarter. The half dime and dime hubs of the previous year were re-

tained for the sinking of the basic dies, with the stars being added later by
hand. Presumably a starred hub was created for the quarter dollar obverse.

The reverse of the quarter was basically the same as before, except for an
alteration of the denomination from 25 C. to QUAR. DOL. The execution of

the eagle was changed somewhat, although a prominent section of the ar-

row feathers was retained below the stem of the olive branch. This was not

the case with later half dollar and dollar reverses.

Why this 31-year old eagle was retained is a mystery, as the flying eagle

reverse of Peale and Gobrecht could easily have been substituted. Pattern

half dollars of 1838 show the Seated Liberty obverse muled with several re-

verses, including two variations of the flying eagle, so there was no reason

to confine this design to the dollar coin. Pattern dollars of 1838, many of

them struck years later, show a Liberty Seated obverse with stars and with-

out a designer's name, mated with starred and unstarred reverse dies.

These same two combinations were used on pattern dollars of 1839, al-

though still this denomination did not achieve regular production. The half

dollar finally did in August of this year, after several more pattern designs

had been tried and rejected.

The design used for regular production of the half was the basic Seated Lib-

erty dollar obverse of 1838-39, with 13 stars but without a designer's name.

The reverse salvaged the old Reich eagle, as had the 1838 quarter, again

with certain changes in the olive branch and the feathers.

The reverse of the half dollar had been modified by Gobrecht in 1836, when
he deleted E PLURIBUS UNUM and changed 50 0. to 50 CENTS. This was

changed in 1838 to HALF DOL. to conform to the style of the quarter, this

reverse being used for a year and a half until the introduction of the Seated

half in August, 1839.

Apparently the introduction of this larger coin caused someone to notice an

alleged immodesty in Miss Liberty's dress, which was not perceived on the

smaller coins. Consequently a small drapery fold was added between Miss

Libertv's left elbow and thigh on half dollars struck in late 1839, no other

changes of importance being made to the figure itself.
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Christian Gobrecht's earliest pattern for U.S. silver coins, with stars upon
the reverse but not the obverse. Note Miss Liberty's bare left arm, the size

of the rock she sits upon, and the designer 's nanne below the base.

The first regular issue Liberty Seated coin, the No Stars dime of 1837
copied from the pattern of the previous year. Similar half dimes were also
struck.

Gobrecht's No Drapery half dollar of 1839, with Miss Liberty's left elbow
still bare. Similar quarter dollars were struck from mid-1838 to mid-1840
though with a slightly different eagle. Note the small arrow feather beneath
the olive branch stem on this coin.
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This fidelity to Gobrecht's original concept was not to last, however, once
the dollar was finally struck as a regular issue in 1840. Prior to this striking,

the Mint for some reason called upon Robert Ball Hughes to redraw the

Seated Liberty figure, allegedly for reasons of respectability or the lack

thereof.

Hughes chopped away at the rock upon which Liberty is seated, and miracu-
lously transformed this stone into extra folds of drapery which he placed
upon the lady. The most prominent one is a huge bolt of cloth which he
hung from Liberty's left elbow, although it did not hide anything as it hung
down from behind. A drapery fold and a long ribbon end partially covered
the now-shattered rock, although this effect was never duplicated on any
other Seated Liberty coin except the 20-cent piece of 1875-78.

The reverse of the dollar was the greatest disappointment of the new coin,

as the flying eagle motif was inexplicably abandoned in favor of the old

Reich-designed eagle of the smaller silver coins. The variation used was
that of the half dollar of the previous year, with only a tiny bit of the arrow
feather protruding below the arrow branch stem.

The Hughes obverse was soon adapted to the quarter dollar, the din e and
the half dime, though not with the extra folds on the rock as on the dollar.

The reverses of these coins remained basically the same as before, though

there were slight changes in letter sizes and the wreaths on the two smaller

coins. The eagle with the distinctive arrangement of the olive branch and
arrows remained the same.

For some reason the half dollar never did receive a modification by Hughes,

possibly because it had already been changed in 1839. Gobrecht had re-

duced the size of the rock somewhat when he added the small drapery fold,

and possibly this fooled someone into thinking that greater changes had
also been made.

The designs in effect at the end of 1840 remained that way for several dec-

ades, with only dates and lettering changing in size and shape. The addi-

tion of arrows on the obverses of half dimes through half dollars of 1853-55,

and rays on the reverses of quarters and halves in 1853 alone, was solely for

the purpose of allowing Treasury clerks to withdraw older silver coins for

melting, and did not represent an attempt at a design change.

Gobrecht's first silver design to be changed was the half dime, which was

completely altered (except for the Seated Liberty figure) by Longacre in

I860. The dime too would have been last struck in 1859, were it not for dies

dated I860 shipped to San Francisco before the new Longacre dime designs

were ready.

The next change came in 1866, when the motto IN GOD WE TRUST was

added above the eagle on the quarter, the half and the dollar. These coins

were then struck like this for the remainder of their careers till 1873 for the

dollar and 1891 for the quarter and the half.
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Gobrecht's second design for half dinnes at the left, with stars added to

the die by hand, and Hughes' revision of the same, with drapery, at the

right. The latter, with its common-type reverse in the center, is actually a

Hughes' revision of the Seated Liberty quarter, with the drapery from the
elbow but nothing covering the rock. Note the size of the arrow feathers
below the olive branch stem.

Robert Ball Hughes' revision of the Gobrecht design for the dollar, with
a remodeled Miss Liberty. Note the drapery from her elbow,' and
the ribbon end partially covering the remains of the rock she sits on.' The
eagle on the reverse resembles that of the half dollar of 1839 more than any
other variation.
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Gobrecht's own revision of his Seated Liberty half, with only a small
drapery fold added below the elbow and the rock only slightly reduced. This
coin was struck from 1839 to 1891, with only the additon of IN GOD WE
TRUST in 1866.

ON THE COVER

This year we have run a picture of the 1846 Tall Date half dollar on the cover
and shown close up pictures of both the I all Date and Small Date varieties

in Issue #10. I thought that this information would clear up questions about
identification of the different varieties but some additional questions have
been raised as a result of the article in the last issue. In particular, one of

the club members called me and indicated that there were three different

date sizes on the 1846 half and that the three date varieties were made from
exactly the same punches as were used on the three varieties of the 1846
Large Cent. I was not able to immediately respond to this comment be-

cause I had not looked at copper coins in recent years. However I had put
together a Large Cent collection many years ago and dug deep into my
deposit box to see what I could find. After considerable searching I was
able to find examples of all three varieties of the 1846 Large Cent. I made a

comparison of these varieties with the dates on the 1846 half dollar and have
concluded that there are some differences in the punches used.

The Tall Date varieties of both the Cent and Half Dollar seem to match
perfectly. For both denominations the dates are the same size and all four

digits in the date show identical characteristics. A comparison of the other

varieties however leads to a different conclusion. The Small Date half dollar

variety as shown on page 13 of Issue #10 doesn 't match either tne Medium
Date or Small Date variety of the Large Cent. There are some minor

differences in the shape of the first three digits but it is the shape of the

digit 6 that truly distinguishes the dates. The Small Date half dollar has a

small upper loop on the digit 6 that does not extend over to the right edge
of the lower loop. Both the Small Date and Medium Date cents have a 6

with a large upper loop that completely covers the lower loop of the digit.

Still to be answered is whether there exists a true Medium Date half dollar

of 1846. I can only say that I have seen many half dollars of this year

and have only been able to identify the two date varieties described in

Issue #10.

The Editor
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LIBERTY

1840 XF $250
AU 550

1841 XF 175
1842 F 100

VF 125
XF 175

1843 VF 125
1844 XF 250

MS-60 1100
1845 VF 145

XF 250
1846 XF 175
1846-0 F 115

VF 150
XF 250

1847 VF 125
XF 175
MS-65 1300

1848 AU 425
1849 F 115

VF 150
AU 325

1850 AU 650
MS-60 1400

1850-0 VF 200
AU sharp 600

1853 VF 150
AU 450

1854 VF 185
1855 XF 425
1856 VF 150
1857 XF 265

AU 475
1858 MS-60 Proof 3750
1859 VF 115
1859-SXF 275

DOLLARS

1859-0 F $85
VF 110

XF 150

AU 290
1860 VF/XF 130

AU 350
1 860-0 G 70

F 78

VF 110
XF 150
AU 290
MS-60 650

1861 XF Repaired Field. ...140

1862 F 300
1863 F 85

XF-AU 425
1865 Proof MS-65 1325
1866 XF 175

AU Sharp 425
1868 VF 110

XF 160
Proof MS-65 1325

1869 AU 390
Proof MS-65 1325

1870 Proof MS-60 1175
1871 G 70

VG 78
VF/XF 95

1872 G 70
VG 78
F 85

1872-SXF 400
AU 575

1873 VF 115
MS-60 750

Selling my collection of Liberty Seated Dollars

A 10% discount from above prices is applicable on all orders.
Coins graded by a professional appraiser.

David L. Freed Reference:
P.O. Box 2009 Continental Bank & Tr jst Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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The Bouncing Reverse Die
A Variety of the 1880 Quarter

by

Kernel M. Ahwash

There are two different reverse varieties of the 1873 No Arrows, Closed 3

quarter. One of these reverses has a die cut fronn the upper left part of the

shield out into the adjacent feathers. In his book on Proof coins Breen
states that a reverse was used to strike Proof quarters of 1872 with a "Die

cut from left border of shield" . This seems to be the same reverse that was
used to strike the 1873 quarters.

The die cut reverse of 1873 is of the design we will call Type I . the stand-

ard reverse design used from 1866 to 1876. For this Type I reverse hub, the

TAT in STATES and the AM and Rl in AMERICA almost touch. The letters

are thick with long serifs and on some pieces the serifs actually seen to

touch. In 1875 a new reverse hub was introduced which we will call Type II

.

For this reverse hub, the letters TAT in STATES and the AM and Rl in

AMERICA are separated, the serifs on the letters are shorter and the letters

are thinner. (Editor's Note-Pictures of the two reverse hubs are shown on

page 18 of Issue #8 of the Journal).

1880 Quarter, Type I reverse with Die Cut
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These two reverse hubs were used side by side in 1875 and 1876 but I had
not seen the Type I reverse used beyond the year 1876 until recently. While
sorting through a group of coins one day, I came across an 1880 quarter with

the Type I reverse. This piece also had the die cut from the upper left part

of the shield out into the adjacent feathers, the same reverse used to strike

the 1873 No Arrows, Closed 3 quarters. I find it incredible that this reverse

should show up seven years after its previous usage, when they should have
discarded the Type I dies after they began using the Type II reverses in

1875. Oddly enough I found this Type I reverse on both a proof and busi-

ness strike in 1880. (The Type II reverse of 1878 was also used to strike

proofs of this year)

There is a possibility that the Type I reverse die was finally pressed into

service in 1880 for economic reasons, there being no good reason not to use

up the die before throwing it out. The die had remained in good condition

over the years, as both 1880 quarters I examined with this reverse have
been very well struck with no weakness anywhere.
On the 1879 Proof quarter, Breen states in his book "Second variety,

reverse similar to 1872 with same line left from border of shield". Similar to

makes me wonder if it is really a Type I reverse. I haven't seen one so I

drn't know for sure. I do not know how many Type I reverses were used
during the years 1872, 1873, 1879 and 1880"or even it the 1872 and 1879
reverses are the same as those of 1873 and 1880.

I would be interested in knowing if anyone finds the Type I reverse with
the described die cut on any of these dates or any other date in circulated,

uncirculated or proof condition. Information may be sent to Kam Ahwash,
Box 422, Media, Pennsylvania 19063.
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LIBERTY SEATED COINS

from

MISAMIR COMPANY

HALF DIMES

1840 With Drap VF-35 . . . $80
1842 NiceAU-50 75
1842-0 Flne-12 20
1851-0 Fine-12 23
1854-0 Fine-15 15

1857 VF-35 13

1858 VF-30 13

1858-0 VF/XF 20
1859-0 VF-35 30
1867-S VF-35 + 70

DIMES

1838 Nodrap. AU-50 .. .$100
1847 Fine-12 30
1848 XF-40 45
1852 XF-40 55
1853-0 Fin e-15 14

DIMES

1859 VF-35 + $40
1859-0 VF-25 -I- 35
1864-S Fine-15 + 30
1869 VF-30 70
1869-S XF-40 50
1870 VF-30 30
1875-CC Under

Wreath XF-40 + 70
1875-CC In Wreath XF-45 . . 50
1886 XF-40 22
1886-S VF-25 32
1887-S AU 70
1889 VF-35 20
1889-S Fine-15/12 20
1890 VF-35 + 20
1890-S VF-25 30
1891 VF-30 17
1891-0 VF-25 13

Aaccurate Grading 10 Day Return - Over $100 Call Collect.

Buying - Any Nice Coins - Especially 1855-S Halves and

1873 No Arrows, Open 3 Halves

MISAMIR COMPANY
P.O. Box 166

Auburri, Mass. 01501

TeL 617-754-3337
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Our Most Misunderstood Coin - The U. S. Trade Dollar

by

James Vernon Epps

When talking to non-collectors I am always asked what kind of coins I

collect. When I say U.S. Trade dollars, I invariably hear the expression, "a

U.S. Trade What?" I have come to realize that many people know nothing

or very little about this beautiful crown size United States silver coin. I will

begin with some preliminary information and then attempt to share some of

my reasearch and findings with you in this article.

I will make reference to the U.S. Trade dollar as our trade dollar through-

out this article. Just remember that it is our trade dollar and had a very

important place in our history for a decade. We should be proud of it. Our
U.S. Trade dollar was designed by Mr. William Barber, who was born in

1807 in England and emigrated to the United States with his son, Charles,

in 1852. In 1865, Mr. Barber became assistant engraver, and in 1869, upon
the death of James B. Longacre, he became the Chief Engraver of the mint.

The U.S. Trade dollar was the first new coin introduced after Barber be-

came chief engraver. The coin had been in the planning stage for over three

years with numerous patterns designed by Longacre, Bailey, Barber and
other engravers of the time. There were no less than 30 different designs

considered before the final obverse and reverse was chosen.

The United States had under consideration for many years a commercial
or trade dollar that could compete with the widely accepted and popular
Mexican Peso. Keep in mind that this coin was not to be used for trade in

the Continental United States but for trade with the orient, principally

China, where the Mexican peso was widely accepted as the most desired
crown size silver coin. The U.S. merchant ships would have to buy these
pesos before sailing to China. These were purchased at a premium ranging
up to 8% above our Seated dollars. In 1873 Dr. Henery R. Linderman was
appointed director of the mint by president Ulyses Grant. Dr. Linderman
was the main pushing force behind the passage of "The Coinage Act of

1873" which in principal abolished the old silver dollar and authorized the
Trade dollar with the weight of 420 grains troy with a legal tender at their

nominal value for any amount not exceeding $5 in payment.
The United States standard silver dollars contained only 371 grains of

silver compared to 374 to 377 for the Mexican Peso. The U.S. silver dollar

along with the silver crown of other nations just were not accepted in the
Orient at full value. On July 1 1 , 1873 our first trade dollar was minted at the
Philadelphia mint with production beginning shortly there after at San
Francisco and Carson City. We were off and running in producing a silver

coin with a weight of 420 grains instead of 412V2. It was designated on the
reverse as "TRADE DOLLAR" and had the weight and fineness thereon.
Our Trade Dollar was to weigh 27.22 grams, with a composition of .900
siker and .100 copper with a diameter of 38.1 mm and a reeded edge.
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Trade dollars were minted for circulation at all three mints until Dec-
ember 1877 in Philadelphia, February 1878 in Carson City and April 1878 in
San Francisco. Proofs were minted until 1883 in Philadelphia with a limited
production of 900 to 1541 each year. This does not include the unrecorded
minor mintage of 1884 or 1885 as there is no official record of these pieces
and their existence is another page in our history.

I believe the design finally selected for our Trade Dollar to be an excellent
choice. On the obverse, a female figure (commonly called Liberty) is seated
on four bales of merchandise, holding a ribbon or scroll type cloth bearing
the word "Liberty." She is facing to the left or possibly to the "Far East."
In back of her is a sheaf of wheat. In her right hand extended aloft toward
the open sea, an olive branch to express her invitation to peace and cordial
greeting to all distant nations where she may be traded in commerce. On a
scroll immediately beneath the bale of goods are the words "In God We
Trust." There are thirteen stars beginning at 8 o'clock and running clock-
wise with 4 below the olive leaves, two between the olive leaves and the
head of Liberty and the remaining seven from her head to about 3:30. The
dateis at the bottom under the lettering "In God We Trust" on the scroll. All

of our trade dollars seem to be of the same basic design on thet)bverse. The
only difference I have been able to distinguish is In the fingers. Some
pieces in the early years show only four fingers on the hand holding the
olive branch. In the later years all the fingers can be seen. There is also

some variation in the olive leaves in that some pieces seem to have the

leaves detached from the stem. However, both of these observations are

minor and there is no great difference on any of the obverses that I have
examined.
Our trade dollar reverse has the lettering "UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA" on the top with the motto "E PLURIBUS UNUM" on a scroll

under it. In the center is a spread winged eagle with its head facing the

right, its left claw clutching three arrows and its other claw clutching an

olive branch. Under the eagle is "420 GRAINS, 900 FINE" and under this

on the bottom of the coin are the words "TRADE DOLLAR." The mint mark
is found above the D in DOLLAR.

Until now we have not mentioned varieties on our trade dollar. There are

two types of reverses known as Type I and Type II. The Type I reverse is

described as having a berry (olive) under the right claw. The olive is about

the size of a pencil point. The other olives are more pearshaped than round

and the leaves are broad. The Type II reverse has no olive in the claw. The
other olives are rounder and the leaves are narrower. The Type I reverse is

found on all 1873 and 1874 dollars. The 1875 seems to be more common
with the Type I reverse while the 1876 seems to be more common with the

Type II reverse. This is true for all mints with some more common than

others. There are no mint records as to the production of the two reverses.

All the trade dollars from 1877 and on are of the Type II reverse. There has

never been a Type I found on any piece dated 1877 or later, nor has there

been any authentic Type II on pieces of 1873 or 1874. Only the 1875 and

1876 have both reverses. See photo for types.

It is believed that all of the 1876-P Type I pieces were struck with the

serifs of the E's and F's in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA disconnected

14



1876-S Type II Reverse
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from the stems of their parent letters. However, I have found an 1876-P
"pottie" dollar which is in only VG condition but which has the E's and F's
connected. This is the only 1876-P Type I like this that I have seen. Now
comes an additional mystery. Some 1876-CC Type I pieces have serifs of
these letters re-connected by re-engraving. I have examined quite a num-
ber and found only a few where the letters are re-connected. I have found
the 1876-CC where there are good solid connections, so one or more dies
were sent from Philadelphia to Carson City with a CC punched into the die
and the serifs re-connected. This is part of the trade dollar variety history
where more knowledge and research is needed.
A variety that I have recently been researching is on the 1877-P proof and

regular issue. On some coins I have found feathers missing (on the upper
right leg) of the eagle, while others have had a full feathered leg. No
tremendous difference but enough to be noticeable. If you examine a large
number of 1877-P trade dollars, both regular issue and proof, you would
notice the difference.

We will now mention the mint mark varieties in the trade dollar series.
There is a wide CC and a close CC in 1874. There is a large CC and a med-
ium CC for some other dates but the difference is very minor.

There is a small S and large S in 1875 and a medium S and a micro-S in

1876. It is very hard to tell that the micro S is even an S except with a glass.

Some others also have size differences in the S mintmark.
The above mentioneo ^/^rieties are iust about all that have been found

except for the 1875-S/CC. This is touno only on the Type I reverse, and the

S is of average size with the much smaller second C still visible. It is

believed that the die for this double mintmark was sent from Carson City to

be used at San Francisco and the second C was not completely removed.
This is the only known double mint mark in the trade dollar series. A survey
was made recently and less than 50 of these coins were reported. Some-
times it is very hard to see the small and weak C after the S.

Another phase of the U.S. Trade Dollar history is the shop mark or

"chops" that the Chinese merchants put on them. As I have mentioned, the

Trade Dollar was specifically designed and minted to use in the China trade.

It reached its objective and, like a cancelled postage stamp, served its pur-

pose, for it too bears a "cancellation" in the form of a Chinese chop-mark.
This mark, punched into the silver coin, attested to its weight and fineness

as guaranteed by the receiving and issuing bank or commercial house. As
the coin moved from one transaction to another it received another "chop."

Hence, Trade Dollars which saw service in China may bear but a single

chop-mark, or so many the coin becomes cupped in shape and its original

design almost indistinguishable.

It may be argued that the analogy with a cancelled stamp is not quite

correct, in that the Trade Dollar, by the Coinage Act of 1873, was made
legal tender, and thus part of the regular U.S. Coinage system. It remained

legal tender until July 22, 1876. However, it cannot be disputed that the

Trade Dollar was minted purposely for the China trade.

Since the American Trade Dollar is the only coin which the United States

specifically minted to circulate outside the country, the Trade Dollar is the

only coin which can, by virtue of its chop-mark(s), say "I 've done the job I

was sent to do."
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The trade dollars were aborted in 1876 when they were demonetized. It

took eleven years for the United States to begin redeeming non-multilated

or non-chopped trade dollars. This "end of an era" in American history did

not mean the end of our trade dollars; maybe for trade with China and the

Orient, but not for the collectors.

After the 1880's the trade dollars that were left in circulation were not

accepted or respected because of their overweight size. The trade dollar

was an unwanted step-child from the 1880's until the 1950's when the ugly

duckling became of age. It has been all uphill with collectors for the trade

dollar in the last 25 years. Today there is more interest in the U.S. Trade
Dollar than ever before, but it is still an unknown type to a majority of

collectors. So many collectors think of the U.S. Trade Dollar as just a type,

but believe me the trade dollar is a beautiful, unloved sleeping beauty.
I would like to talk about rarity and as I mention rarity this does not mean

value as the market may vary on values. I am going to list first the regular
issue no chop marks in a better or above average grade. These tables of

variety are my personal opinion. Starting with the most common:

Regular Issue

1.1877-S 9. 1874-CC 17.1873
2. 1878-S 10. 1873-CC 18. 1876 Type I

3. 1875-SType I 11.1874 19. 1877-CC
4. 1876-SType II 12. 1876 Type II 20. 1875 Type I

5.1877 13. 1876-CCType II 21.1878-CC
6. 1873-S 14. 1875-SType II 22. 1875 Type II

7. 1875-CCType I 15. 1876-S Type I 23. 1875-S/CC Type
8. 1874-S 16. 1876-CCType I 24. 1875-CC Type 1

1

Chop marked variety table (any grade) starting with the most common:

Chop Marked

1- 1877-S 9. 1875-SType II 17. 1876-CCType I

2. 1878-S 10. 1876-SType I 18. 1875 Type I

3- 1874-S 11
. 1876-CCType II 19. 1875 Type II

4. 1874-CC 12. 1875-CCType I 20 1873-CC
5. 1874 13. 1877 21 1873
6. 1875-S Type I 14. 1877-CC 22. 1875-S/CC Type
7. 1876-SType II 15. 1876 Type II 23. 1875-CCType II

8. 1873-S 16. 1876Typel 24 ia78-CC
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I have mentioned only briefly proofs, patterns, 1884 and 1885 and potties.
These along with "opium" or "box" dollars are another page in the history
of our U.S. Trade dollar. In the future I hope to discuss these further stories
of the trade dollar; in the meanwhile examine every trade dollar you see,
and read all you can about this beautiful coin with a fantastic past. You
will learn to love and respect it as I have. I 'd love to correspond with any-
one concerning U.S. Trade dollar varieties or respond to any questions you
may have. Address letters to James Vernon Epps, P.O. Box 1348 Lake
City, South Caroline, 29560.

Credits, Consultants, and Sources

John M. Willem, "The United States Trade Dollar" 2nd, Edition 1965
R.S. Yeoman, "A Guide Book of United States Coins" 31st Edition 1978
Jim Osbon "Silver Dollar Encyclopedia" 1st, Edition 1976
J. Hewitt Judd, M.D. "United States Pattern, Experimental And Trial

Pieces"6th Edition 1977
Joseph H. Rose and Howard Hazelcorn, "The Comprehensive Catalog And

Encyclopedia of United States Coins" (Scott 's) 2nd, Edition 1975
Matt Jurotich, St. Louis, Missouri
Walter H. Breen, "Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Proof Coin"

1722-1977
Paul W. Scherf, U.S. Trade Dollar Variety Olsintius
Marvin Jacobson-Maddock, N. Dakota

Regional Meetings of LSCC

Two regional meetings of LSCC have been scheduled for the spring of 1978.
A regional meeting will be held in conjunction with the Metropolitan New
York Numismatic Convention held at the Barbizon Plaza Hotel in New York
City. The meeting will be held at 5:00 PM on Friday March 31, 1978.

Information on the location of the meeting will be available at the registra-

tion desk at the convention. Exhibits on Liberty Seated material are wel-

come and encouraged by the club.

A second regional meeting will be held in conjunction with the Central

States Numismatic Convention at the Chase Park Plaza Hotel in St. Louis,

Missouri. The meeting will be held at 4:00 PM on Friday May 12, 1978.

Information on the location of this meeting will be available at the B&B
Coin Co. table at the convention.

The arrangements for the Annual meeting at the ANA in Houston are not

yet complete but we expect to hold the meeting earlier in ANA week.

A number of club members indicated that they arrived for the opening of

the convention and were unable to stay until the Friday meeting last sum-
mer. It is also felt that an earlier meeting time will allow club members
more of an opportunity to exchange thoughts on club activities after the

formal business meeting concludes.
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ALL DATES AND GRADES

LIBERTY SEATED COINS

BOUGHT - SOLD - APPRAISED

COLLECTIONS PURCHASED
AUCTIONS CONDUCTED

Our representatives will travel

Anywhere in the World!

APPRAISALS FOR:

Estates, Banks, Attorneys, Insurance Co's., Etc.

IN BUSINESS OVER 40 YEARS!

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY.

1 'jn :Mf

RARE COIN COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.
31 North Clark Street • Chicago, Illinois 60602

Telephone: (312) 346-3443



BILL G. CARPENTER
P.O. Box U-1781. University of South Alabama,

Mobile, Alabama 36688
60 Day Lay-Away Available, 10 Day Return for any reason

HALF DIMES
1851 Good-4 S4.95
1861 Good-4 4.95
DIMES
1838 Small Stars VF-XF-35 - (less than

30,000 minted-Ahwastn) S69 00
1839 CtioiceAU-55

Circular mark on obverse 25.00
1839-0 Large 0 mintmark G-AG 4.95
1839-0 Large 0 Fine-15 scrs. obv 13.00
1839-0 Small 0 XF-40 65.00
1840-0 Medium 0 XF-45

(R-6 in any grade-Ahwastt) 139.00
1840-0 Small 0 VG-10 17.00
1840-0 Small 0 Fine-12 24 00
1841-0 Small 0 XF-40 52.00
1842-0 Medium 0 VF-25 31.00
1842-0 Medium 0 XF-45 Rough Surf 44.00
1849 XF-45 Some Lustre 36.00
1851-0 VF-35 Mark & Dig Rev. Rim 33.00
1856-0 Sm Dt.Lg.O F-15 obv. VF-25 Rev 16.00
1859-0 Large 0 VG Rough Surfaces 3.95
1869-S VG Slight Bend 3.95
1871 VF-XF 35 - 22.00
1889-S Small S G-AG 3.95
1891 G-VG 3.95

QUARTERS
1838 VG Dents 4.95

1839 Good-6 10.95

1840-0 No Drapery VG-10 14.00

1841 VG-8 27.00
1841-0 VG Nicks 4.95

1841-0 XF-45 75% Grig. Lustre 139.00

1842 Fine-12 Edge Bump 69.00
1842-0 LG DT. XF-45 obv. AU-50+ Rev.

Beautifully toned, some lite field

scratches 88.00

1843 VG-8 Sm. Scr. Rev 8.95

1843 XF-40 Lt. Obv. Scr 50.00

1843-0 Sm 0 G-VG Scr. Obv & Rev 4.95

1844 VG-8 Edge Bump 8.95

1844-0 F-15 Scr. on Eagle's wing 14.00

1845 AG 4.95

1846 VF-20Scr.Rev 17.00

1847 VG-F-10 ^ Counterstamped '8" 5.95

1849 VG-F-10 * 16.00
1849 XF-AU-45 ^ A couple of tiny field digs

Nice tone 88.00

1850-0 Fr-AG 5.95

1850-0 VG-8 Sm. Dent Rev 13.00

1854 W/ A VF20-Lt. Field Scrs IS.Oa

QUARTERS
1855 With Arr. AG -G3 + 4.95
1855-0 With Arr. AG-G3 + Partial Mintmark

like the 1854-0 dime. Rare 44.00
1855- S W/A G-4 Scrs.Obv & Rim Mark Rev. .17. 50
1856-0 AG 4 96
1856-0 XF-AU-45 ^ SI. Weakness of strike

in Eagle s Rt. Leg. Nice 69.00
1856- S Large S over Small S AG-G 39.00
1857 XF-40 Nice Tone 39 OO
1857-0 AG-G 4 95
1858 VG-8 ...750
1858 Choice BU-60 239.00
1858-0 Fine-12 Dents 4.95
1858-0 VF-20 Edge Defect 19^00
1858-0 VF-30 Nice Tone 32.00
1860 VG-8 7.50
1860-0 Fine-12 21 00
1860-0 XF-40 59.00
1860-S AG-G 49.00
1860-S VG-F-10 ^ Porous Surfaces 79.00
1861 Choice XF-45 Obv-AU-50 Rev.

Original Gray Lustre 59.00
1862 Very Ch. Borderline BU, AU-55 +

2 tiny scrs * lite rub from MS-70 119.00
1862-S AG Scr obv 11.95
1863 VG-F-10 + 17.00

1863 XF-45 69.00
1865 Good-6 33.00
1868-S AG Scr . Obv 11.95
1869- S Fr-AG 11.95

1869-S VG-10 Full LIBERTY 42. Ot

1873 With Arr. AG-3. Scr. Obv 3.95

1874 With Arr Good-4 Scr. Obv 6.95

ia74-S W/A G-VG Scrs Removed 12.95

1875 VF-35 - Lt. Scr. Obv 17.00

1877 XF-40 35.00

1877-S Good-6 6.95

1877-S Fine-15 10.95

1879 G-4 Obv. Fr-AG Rev 42.00

1883 G-4 Obv. Fr-AG Rev 38.00

1888-S G-VG-6 - 6.95

1888-S Choice XF-AU-45 + Prooflike Nice .. .76.00

1891-0 AG Obv Fair Rev Date & MM clear. .32.00

HALVES
1844 AG-3 $3.95

1855-0 Good-4 7.95

1856-0 Good-4 7.95

1864-S Good-4 7.95

1866 VG-8 16.00

1868-S Good-4 7.95

1869 Good-4 7.95

1871-S Good-4 7.95

1871-CC AG-G3 + 29.00
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Kam's Korner
by

Kamal M. Ahwash
ANA-ANS-ASA-LSCC

A Question and answer service on Liberty Seated coins. Please address all

questions to: Kam's Korner, c/o Gobrecht Journal, 5718 King Arthur

Drive, Kettering, Ohio 45429

Q. I own an 1853 With Arrow proof half dime on which I have PNG
papers. Recently I have had the coin examined by a knowledgeable
buyer from a large coin gallery and he confirmed that it is a near flaw-

less proof specimen. Walter Breen has written that only five were
minted. I have watched advertisememts and auctions for four years

and the only specimen I have noted was sold in Stacks 1976 ANA
Auction. Do you know of the existance of any other specimens of this

proof and where they might be? LMW.

A. I can only trace the ANA coin that

Stacks' sold in 1976. I bought this

specimen for a client and it is the F.C.C.

Boyd, Landau specimen. This date was
missing m proof from the Dupont, Neil,

Atwater, Hawn and Caldwell Sales.

Breen states that five are known and he

documents three of them in his book
on Proof coins. I have found no other

specimens.

Q. I have found the 1844-0 half dime to be a very elusive piece to locate

in any grade. How many pieces do you estimate are in existance in all

grades? Can you give an approximate breakdown on the number of

pieces with the Small o and Large O mintmark? How many pieces exist

in the different grades ranging from Good through Uncirculated?
WWK.

Tne 1844-0 half dime is quite scarce in any grade. In all grades there

may be 50 to 75 pieces around. There is no way I can tell you how many
of each variety are around but I can say that in grades from Good to

XF the Large O is rarer. Above XF they are both very rare. I do not

know how many exist in the various grades but I can say that most
grade from Good to VG.
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Q- How rare is the 1842-0 Small Date quarter in VF and XF condition? Is

it rarer than the 1842-0 Small Date half in these grades? ARD.
A.

I consider the 1842-0 Small Date quarter quite scare in VF condition,

probably R-6 in this grade (20-30 known). In XF it is probably R-7 with
7-9 pieces known. I am inclined to think the 1842-0 Small Date half

has an edge in rarity over the quarter in these grades. I would rate the
half dollar a high R-6 with perhaps 13-19 known in VF and a high R-7
with perhaps 4-6 known in XF. Both Small Date varieties would be
no less than R-8 in Uncirculated with perhaps 2-3 known.

Q. Around 1947 I bought an 1853 With Arrows half dollar. My Wayte
Raymond catalog showed a Normal Date at $6 and a Reengraved Date
at $15. I bought the reengraved date variety which doesn 't seem to be
listed now. When I sell, will it make a difference? WGM.

A. Yes, I do believe the reengraved date variety, if written up correctly,

would make a difference when you decide to sell it. It appears to be a

Beistle 1-A (Stars and digits in date recut) or a Beistle 8-H (Digits in

date recut but different from #1 ). It is basically just a type coin but to

the variety collector it could make a difference and be worth a premium.

O. I have an 1877-00 quarter, small 77 over larger 77 variety. The coin

grades VF on the obverse and XF on the reverse. Is this a scarce

variety? I have seen only one other advertised in the last 17 years. BAS.

A. I'm sorry to disappoint you but this variety is not as rare as it would
seem. I have owned and sold several of this variety over the years and
have seen others in auction catalogs and ads. It is not common but the

variety is available.



Q. I recently acquired an exannple of the 1856-0 dime with a recut date in

Fine condition. As I recall you have publicized two varieties of this re-

cut date with one being more scarce than the other. I would appreciate

it if you could identify which variety I own and indicate whether it is the

scarcer variety. My coin has the faint impression of the bar of the 5

and the rounded top of the 6 located above the strong impression

of the 56, leading me to believe that this is your Date Recut Down
vareity. KJB.

A. You are right, your piece is the Date Recut Down variety. It is rarer

than the Date Recut Up variety. The latter variety had the 56 in the

date recut up, the first digits being too low. Pictures of the two vari-

eties are shown for comparison.

Q, Why are 1884 dimes so hard to acquire and yet priced the same
as a common date? I have charted the availability of Liberty Seated
dimes for five years using Coin World as my source. The 1883 dime
is ten times more common than the 1884 and yet both are priced the

same. Can you explain this discrepancy? KB.

A. One obvious reason for the 1884 being rarer than the 1883 is that far

fewer of them were made. The mintage is 7.7 million for the 1883
compared to 3.4 million for the 1884. I know that both dates were
melted down from the reserves and that both dates are at least an R-6

with full head and full strike. One has to price these dates the same in

Trends along with other common dates of these years due to the rela-

tively high mintage figures,
i personally price the 1884 higher than the

1883 in my ads, if both are in the same grade. However in writing up
a guide it is difficult to quote a price difference between two common
dates. You might also check the mintage figures on the 1882 and 1885
dimes and see how often these dates show up.

1856-0 Dime, Date Recut Down.
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A Type Set of Liberty Seated Dimes

By

Kamal M Ahwash

Now for another nice challenge. A type set of Liberty Seated Dimes. This
set is just a little more sophisticated than the Half Dime set (Issue #10,
page 5) as it contains more mintmark types. Such a set can be assembled in

any grade except UNCI

LIBERTY SEATED DIMES

Type I

No Stars

1. Philadelphia Reverse-1837
2. New Orleans Reverse-1 838-0

Type II

Stars Obverse-No Drapery
3. Philadelphia Reverse-1838 to 1840
4. New Orleans Reverse-1 839-0 to 1840-0

Type III

Stars Obverse-With Drapery, No Arrows
5. Philadelphia Reverse-1 840 to 1853. 1856 to 1859
6. New Orleans Reverse-1 841-0 to 1852-0, 1856-0 to 1859-0
7. San Francisco Reverse-1 856-S to 1860-S

Type IV

Stars Obverse-With Arrows
8. Philadelphia Reverse-1853 to 1855
9. New Orleans Reverse-1 853-0 to 1854-0

Type V
Legend Obverse-No Arrows

10. Philadelphia Reverse-1860 to 1873, 1875 to 1891

11 . New Orleans Reverse-1 860-0, 1891-0

12. San Francisco Reverse. 1861-S to 1872-S, 1875-S to 1891-S
13. San Francisco Reverse, Mintmark In Wreath-1875-S
14. Carson City Reverse. 1871 -CO to 1873-CC, 1875-CC to 1878-CC
15. Carson City Reverse, Mintmark In Wreath-1875-CC

Type VI

Legend Obverse-With Arrows
16. Philadelphia Reverse-1 873 to 1874
17. San Francisco Reverse-1 873-S to 1874-S

18. Carson City Reverse-1873 CO to 1874-CC
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ALMOST UNCIRCULATED QUARTERS-HALF DOLLARS
FOR SALE

Uncirulated coins are very expensive now. There is no indication prices will

come down. The AU grade pieces are still reasonably priced. Several of the

coins listed below are so close to uncirculated one needs a glass to see the

difference. All the coins in this ad are good buys, and are such high guality

pieces that I will repurchase any coin at any time for 80% retail value. We
sell only coins we will buy back.

QUARTERS

1844-0 AU-55 1857 AU-50 95

rare in UNO 270. 1857-0 AU-55 + 150

1854 W/ A AU-55 1858 AU-55 130

scarce in INC 165. 1861 AU-50 75

1856-0 AU-50 1862 AU-50 90
scarce date 125. 1876 AU-55 90

HALF-DOLLARS

1843 AU-50 90.

1844 AU-55 105.

1846 AU-50
Medium date 85.

1848 AU-50 + 115.

1850-0AU-50 +
scarcedate 85.

1855-OW/A AU-55 180.

1856 AU-50 95.

1857 AU-50 125.

1857 AU-55
scratches on field 70.

1858-0 AU-50 90.

1859-0 AU-55 -I- 140.

1860-S AU-55 180.

1861-0 AU-55 120.

1862-S AU-50 105
1868-8 AU-55 115.

1869 AU-55
digs on obverse 65.

1876 AU-55 + 105.

1877-S AU-55 -h

somelight

field marks 80.

Satisfaction Guaranteed-5 day return privilege.
Grading by Photograde.
Personal checks must clear bank.

We buy and Sell

High Quality Rare Coins.

EDWARD F. CZAJKA

EFC RARE COINS

Member of A.N. A. - M.S.N.S. - L.S.C.C. - M.C.C.

P.O. Box 68

Telephone 313-582-3939
Dearborn, Mich. 48121
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Recut Dates on the 1844-0 Half Dollar

by

John W. McCloskey

Many believe that the most spectacular recut date in the entire Seated
series is the 1844/1844-0 half dollar. This variety has the entire date first

cut far too high, well into the base of the rock on which Miss Liberty is

seated. The recutting on all four digits is clearly visible even without mag-
nification. The recutting on the second 4 however weakens with wear and is

difficult to see on low grade pieces. This variety is described by Beistle as
3C.

Interestingly enough there is another variety of this year that has recut-

ting in the date. This variety is described by Beistle as 6F and has the
second 4 in the date first cut a little too high. Doubling shows over the up-
right of the 4 and over the serif of the crossbar. This doubling is very minor
when compared with the recutting of variety 3C and care must be taken to

know which variety is being offered in auctions where no picture is available

for observation.

Beistle describes the 1844/1844-0 half as exceedingly rare. I would agree
that this variety is seldom offered in grades above XF but feel that in grades
from Good to Fine it comes up often enough to be available to the interested

collector. I own two such pieces and have seen listings for perhaps eight

others over the last three years. In fact there was a VG specimen for sale at

the 1977 ANA in Atlanta for about $50.

Some comments should be made about the mintmarks on the two varie-

ties just described. Beistle says that the 3C variety has a Small 0 mintmark
and that the 6F variety has a Large 0 mintmark. I agree that the mintmark
sizes differ but this description can be very deceptive because the so called

Small 0 is not much smaller than the large 0 . For the 1844/1844-0 variety

the mintmark is low in the field, measures 1.3mm tall and is centered over

the letter F. For the 1844/4-0 variety the mintmark is high in the field,

measures 1.4mm tall and is over the right side of the F and the space be-

tween FD.

The picture of the 1844/1844-0 half dollar is of Lot #2655 in the Roy Harte

Sale by Bowers and Ruddy Galleries on November 17, 1977. The piece is

described as a lustrous AU. The picture was presented for publication In

the Journal by Bowers and Rudy Galleries. The picture of the 1844/4-0 half

was taken by Tom Mulvaney at Paramount International Coin Corp.
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1844/1844-0 HALF DOLLAR

1844/4-0 HALF DOLLAR
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A masterpiei^e
by a master craftsman.

Christian Gobrecht was truly a master craftsman. His Gobrecht Dollar is

one of the most beautiful pieces ever created.

Just as Gobrecht emphasized quality in his work, we emphasize quality

when we offer the coinage he designed. We have over 750 high quality

Liberty Seated coins, includinq the pictured Gobrecht Dollar, all valued at

over $150,000.

In addition to offering a wide selection and high quality, all of our

seated coins are accurately graded and covered by our grading guarantee.

This means that when you order from us, you know before you receive the

coin that it is property graded.

So when you're looking for a masterpiece, look for our ads in the

leading numismatic publications. We'll have the Gobrecht designed coinage

you need in the quality you desire.

SteveIvy RareCoinCo.
The originator of the guaranteed grading •yetem

2001 Bryan Tower • Soitc 2205 • Dallas, Tasaa 75201
(214) 747.9631 • WATS: (1) 800-527.4503

Any coin purchased from Steve Ivy Rare Coin Co., after May 1. 1975, will adhere to the standards

of the ANA Grading Board. If not, the full purchase price will be refunded to the original

purchaser within 30 days of the decision by the Grading Board.*

'This appKes to the grade itself arvl not to the degrees within that particuhr grade (i.e. AU<SO) vs. Ch.AU(55)). This allouafor kglUmaU

dfferences in opinion. Stcue Ivy Rare Coin Co retains the option of refurxtng your monev or replacing with a suUable coin



Varieties of the 1875-CC Dime

by

John W. McClosl<ey

The 1875-CC dime is interesting in that this is the only date in the entire

Seated dime series where the Carson City mintmark appears in the wreath.

This "In Wreath" variety is not particularly rare and can be purchased in

any grade with little difficulty. What has not been documented is the fact

that there are several varieties within the "In Wreath" classification that

have not been clearly identified. These varieties were created when the

mintmarks were individually punched into the reverse dies. There is varia-

tion in the position of the mintmark relative to the lettering in the word

DIME and variation in the two Cs relative to each other. One die in par-

ticular has a very widely spaced CC mintmark which is easily distinguished

from the other dies with normal spacing.

To more accurately describe the mintmark variation of the "In Wreath"
variety I have numerically coded the position of the mintmark with respect

to the letters IM in the word DIME. This was done by drawing imaginary
vertical lines from key points on these two letters and then numerically
coding these positions as shown in the drawing. Notation is then made as to

the region that contains each C of the mintmark. In the drawing the code
would be recorded as follows: Left C between 2-4, right C between 6-9.

Keep in mind that the code will be given to the nearest integer and that

some difference of opinion is inevitable.

REVERSE CODE FOR 1875-CC Dime



I have been able to document four different mintmark varieties of the

1875-CC "In Wreath" variety. All have the same size mintmark, each C cir-

cular in shape, measuring about 0.7mm tall and 0.7mm wide. Specific

characteristics of the four varieties are given below.

Reverse 1

Reverse 2-

Left C between 2-5, right C between 8-11

0.7mm apart. Widely spaced mintmark.
The two Cs

Left C between 1-4, right C between 5-8. The two Cs 0.4mm
apart.

Reverse 3- Left C between 2-4, right C between 5-8. the two Cs 0.3mm
apart. Very similar to previous reverse but the two Cs are a

little closer together. Can be identified by a die crack at

1 o'clock that runs along the outside of the wreath up to

the rim.

Reverse 4- Left C between 3-5, right C between 6-10. The two Cs0.2mm
apart.

1'1^

1875-CC DIME, REVERSE 1 with

the widely spaced CC Mintmark
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The most interesting of these reverses in nny opinion is the Reverse 1 with

the wide spacing in the mintmark. Another key feature in this variety is the

edge reeding. All of the genuine Carson City dimes that I have seen from

1871-CC to 1874-CC have had the characteristic wide reeding with only 89

reeds. This reeding gauge was changed in 1875 to 113 reeds, the same
gauge then in use at the Philadelphia mint. I own seven varieties of the

1875-CC dime and six of them have 113 reeds. The only variety with 89

reeds is the one with Reverse 1 , the w'dely spaced mintmark in wreath. For

completeness it should be mentioned that all Carson City dimes that I have
seen from 1876-CC to 1878-CC have 113 reeds. This information leads me
to conclude that the "In Wreath" variety was struck early in the year and
the mintmark then changed back to the old position later in the year. Fur-

thermore, the existance of an 1875-CC dime with the wide reeding verifies

that the wide reeding was used into the production year of 1875, making it

very likely that only the wide reeding was used in the striking of the rare

1874-CC dime.
I should also mention at this time that Reverse 1 with the widely spaced

mintmark also comes with a second obverse die and the new edge reeding
of 1 13 reeds. I have seen several of both varieties with Reverse 1 and as yet

have been unable to determine which is rarer. I can only say that I have
encountered both varieties often enough to feel that they would be available
to the interested collector.

1875-CC DIME, REVERSE 2 with
normal spacing of CO Mintmark.
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I do not plan to go into detail on the 1875-CC "Below Wreath" varieties
but one particular piece is worthy of note. This is a piece with a large rim
cud below the mintmark. There are also die cracks along the outside of the
wreath to the right and left as shown in the picture. I have not seen a simi-
lar piece and judging from the multiple cracks the reverse was not used toomuch longer.

The three pictures of the 1875-CC dimes were taken by Tom Mulvaney at
Paramount International Coin Corporation.

1875-CC DIME, Mintmark below wreath with

rim Cud below Mintmark.

% Essex offers
LibertySeated and
other fine U.S. coins.

Write for "Coins and Comment"

ESSEX NUMISMATIC PROPERHES, INC.
Eminent dealers in rare coins.

Phoebe Hart House/Ttie Hill. Portsmouth. N H 03801 603-436-7974
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U. S. COINS

TOP QUALITY

TOP RARITY

BOUGHT AND SOLD

WRITE FOR QUOTES

COMMISSIONS EXECUTED

AT MOST

MAJOR AUCTIONS - 5% FEE

JULIAN LEIDMAN
8439 GEORGIA AVE.

SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910

TEL. 301 - 585-8467



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Stimulated by the article on

varieties of the 1862-S half dol-

lar in Issue #5 of the Journal, I

acquired a small SOX micro

scope with a reticle accurate to

.001 inches and began measur-
ing all of the S mint half dollars

I could find. After a year I con-

sidered constructing a table of

mintmark sizes by date for pub-

lication in the Journal. At that

time Issue #8 had an article by

David Brase on 8 mint dollar

varieties with some excellent

photographs. I decided that

my table would be more sig-

nificant if I could measure

the nine coins photographed by

Dr. Brase and reference his

article. I measured those coins

last summer but have missed

the deadline for another issue.

I did not prepare an article as I

felt the information I had to

offer was not yet complete.

(Does anyone iiave an 1876-S

half with the Type II or closed

bud reverse that I can meas-

ure for my article?)

Last night as I reviewed some
old issues of the Journal, I read
the LSCC pledge at the top of

the first page and realized that

my failure to contribute was in

violation of this pledge. So far,

the club and the Journal have
been successful due to consid-

erable effort by a few mem-
bers. Hopefully, in the future,

more of us will come forward
and share information even
though it may not be entirely

accurate or complete. This

total utilization of our LSCC
forum would have a net effect

of the best possible accuracy

and completeness in our field

of endeavor.

One final comment would seem
appropriate. We had a local

show the same week I received

Issue #6. I found both the 1873

Quad-stripes half in VG and the

1877-S Triple Punched S half in

XF at that show thanks to

LSCC.

Randall E. Wiley

LSCC #251

I read with interest the item in

the last issue on rotated

reverse errors. I have noticed

that minor rotations are quite

common but the following

pieces may be of interest to the

members. 1862 half dime,

rotated 10 degrees clockwise.

1839 dime, rotated 20 degrees

counterclockwise. 1849 dime,

rotated 10 degrees counter-

clockwise. 1859 dime, rotated

10 degrees clockwise. 1874

dime, rotated 10 dgrees clock-

wise.

Stephen Tomporowski
LSCC #367
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I would like to make just a few
comments concerning the
rarity of Liberty Seated quar-
ters. Over the past year or so I

have begun to build a set of

these beautiful pieces. It

would appear that in many
cases Seated quarters are
vastly underrated in all the
price guides. One reason for
this may be that tradition-

ally Seated quarters have not

been as popular as dimes or

half dollars for most collectors.

Also, many dealers gear adver-

tising mainly for type collec-

tors. This practice often results

in many "no stars" or "arrows

& rays" listings while much of

the series goes untouched.

The rarity scale for Seated
quarters which was given in

Issue #6 is very good, however
I found that several dates not

on that list show up very rarely.

In my experience dates such as

1842, 1851-0, 1852-0, 1864-S,

1871-S, 1872-S and 1872-00
come up more often in ads than

do the other listed dates; that

is, 1842-0 Small date, 1849-0,

1853 no arrows, 1860-S,

1871-00 and 1873-00. There

are a few dates that I don ' t find

nearly as often. Ohief among
these are the 1866 and 1869

Philadelphia issues and to a

lesser degree the 1868 and
1886 dates as business strikes.

Even in proof they don't seem
to show up very often.

There are many dates in the

series with very low mintage
that don't command the prices

that they might in a more pop-

ular series. Using the Red
Book as a reference of mintage
I count some 29 Seated dates

that have a lower mintage than

the 1901-S Barber quarter.

Just compare the prices, espe-

cially in circulated grades, for

most of these dates with those

of the 1901-S. Only the prices

for the 1870-00, 1871 CO and
1873-00 are comparable in the

current listings.

Oharles M. Hailey III

LSOO #330

WANTED
BY Member #246

U.S. MINT REPORTS: Up thru 1854, 1856-1876, 1882, 1883, 1886,

1887, 1902, 1904, 1905, 1907, 1918, and 1922.

ROYAL MINT REPORTS: Up thru 1885, 1887-1904, 1907-1913, 1915,
1918-1952, and 1954.

ROBERT F. KRIZ
1710 Richardson Road

Merritt Island, Florida 32952
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

LiBERTy &RTED COLLECTORS ClUB
NAME

ADDRESS_

CITY STATE ZIP

I'M A COLLECTORD DEALERD COLLECTOR/DEALERD

YOU MAYD MAY NOTQ
SEND MY NAME AND ADDRESS TO OTHER CLUB MEMBERS.

I COLLECT BY DATE SEATED HALF DIMESD DIMESQ
QUARTERSD HALF DOLLARSD DOLLARSD ALL SEATEDD

SIGNATURE DATE

Membership Fee - $5.00 per year plus $2.00 initiation

fee. Fill in the above and mail with $7.00 to:

BACK ISSUES FOR SALE

A few copies of the recent back issues of tfie GOBRECHT JOURNAL
are still avaiable for purchase by club members. We still have just

less than 20 copies each of Issues #6 to #9 and a few more of Issue #10.

These issues are available for $2 each from the club President.

We no longer have copies of Issues #1 to #5 for sale as all copies of

these issues have been distributed to club members.

Your comments on any of the articles, ads or club policies are invited.

This is your club and the Officers are dedicated to operating it on behalf

of the members. Address any comments tc:

John McCloskey
Editor, Gobrecht Journal

5718 King Arthur Drive

Kettering, Ohio 45429



"SPECIALIZING"

IN

LIBERTY SEATED

HALF-DIMES

DIMES

QUARTERS

BY DATE, VARIETY & GRADE

Want Lists Solicited.

Buying all "Rare Coins" in my field.

Call, write or send for realistic offer.

KAMAL M. AHWASH
"Knowledge Through Research"

Numismatist ^JfVHK'
LM-ANA-1541 ituA

ANS-ASA-LSCC-PAST-PRES. '^B^
1 -(2 15)872-4936

738 Pennsylvania Ave, • Box 422 • Media, Penna 19063



BUYING & SELLING

ALL RARE AND SCARCE

LIBERTY SEATED COINAGE

WE EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR WANT LIST

WE ARE IN NEED OF NICE GRADE COMPLETE OR NEAR

COMPLETE SEATED SETS AND/OR COLLECTIONS. QUICK

CONFIDENTIAL CASH ALWAYS AVAILABLE.

WE PAY "TOP DOLLAR"

STOP BY OUR TABLE AT MOST

MAJOR COIN SHOWS.

B & B COIN CO.
Bill Grayson * Bob Schweitzer

ANA — RCDA — ISNA — LSCC #1
105 S. MAIN ST. • FAIRMOUNT, IND. 46928

Phone (317) 948-41 11 or 41 12 (Coin Dept.)

10:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Monday through Saturday


